
School Holiday Program
Sept/October 2020

www.artkidscanberra.com
0405 014 180

admin@artkidscanberra.com

School Holiday Program running 28 Sept - 2 Oct and held at North Canberra Baptist Hall, Condamine Street, Turner. Children as young as 4 years can enrol if able to focus.
Enrolment form available online at www.artkidscanberra.com/schoolholidayprograms Contact admin@artkidscanberra.com or 0405 014 180 if you have any questions. Cost is
$55/session, which includes materials, snack and GST. An invoice will be sent after enrolment form received. Please note: Projects will be scaled up or down to suit different age
groups.
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Explore Space

Learn how to turn
geometric shapes into
objects, colour blending
with pastels, splatter
painting and artwork

composition.

Little Blue Hippo

Create your own Blue
Hippo using drawing and
printmaking inspired by

Ancient Egyptian
sculptures from
Pharaohs’ tombs.

Owl Wall Hanging

Hoot hoot! Use yarn
weaving and collage

techniques to create an
adorable owl wall hanging.

Chinese dragon

Explore Chinese culture
using line and shape to
draw a Chinese dragon
with a watercolour and oil
pastel resist technique.

Around the Campfire

Brrr! It’s still cold enough
for a campfire! Use
cutting, weaving and
paint techniques to

create a textured collage
that pops off the page.

Egyptian Sunset

Join camels as they head
home in this Egyptian
sunset. Learn about
warm/cool colour, 3D
shading to create form
and paper layering.

Down at the Pond

Learn about ecosystems
and life cycles creating a
layered pond artwork.
Combine literature,

science and nature for a
balanced artwork.

Clay Lizards*

Delve into the reptile
world as we create a
clay lizard using

various techniques.
* Extra cost for clay $5

X-ray Dinosaurs

Learn about proportion,
form and space as well
as creating value using
cross-hatching and
watercolour paints to
make an X-Ray Dino.
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Shark Tank!

Inspired by Damien Hirst’s
art installation which uses
a real shark, we’ll use

observational drawing to
create our own shark in a
tank. Watercolour paints,

construction work.

Beautiful Birds

Make your own colourful
painted papers and create

a Pete Cromer-style
Australian bird collage.

Pop-Up-Book

Create a pop-up-book
using paper folding and
collage techniques. Tell a
story using visual images

in a fun format.

Cityscape

Draw a colourful
cityscape with houses,

buildings, cars,
planes,trucks and even a

sheep or two!

Rafael Lopez Mural

Play with organic shapes
and vibrant colours
inspired by artist/

Illustrator Rafael Lopez.
Make painted papers

and drawings to create a
your own collage.

Clay Castles*

Use slab rolling technique
and clay cutting skills to
create a medieval castle.
* Extra cost for clay $5

Birdhouse

Use patterned paper to
create bird and birdhouse
inspired by geometric

shapes.

Zoo Map

The zoo has run out of
maps! Your task is to
make them a new one.

Draw animals using basic
shapes and frames. Either
cartoon or realistic animals

- the choice is yours!

Create A Cute Zine

A ‘Zine’ (short for
‘magazine’) is a mini book
where you can draw and
write your own story.

Using principles of ‘Kawaii’
or Cute cartooning, you’ll
create your own Zine.
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